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Indium tin oxide (ITOjlp-indium phosphide (InP) junctions have been prepared by the spray
pyrolysis technique and the photovoltaic properties have been reported earlier. Continuing our
efforts to understand the transport mechanism across these junctions, XI’S, current-voltage (dark),
and capacitance-voltage measurements have been carried out on the samples having 10.2%
photovoltaic efficiency under 100 mW/cm2 illumination. The XPS studies have confirmed an
interfacial layer consisting of In,O, and InPO,. The transport mechanism above 300 K iS found to
be dominated by recombination at the depletion region. The MIS model proposed in our earlier
paper to account for the photovoltaic and transport properties is confirmed for sprayed ITOIp-InP
junctions in the present study. 0 1995 American Institute qf Physics.

I. INTRODUCTION
Indium phosphide (InP) solar cells are very attractive
because of their high efficiency’ and superior radiation
resistance.2’3The structure of indium tin oxide (ITO)/InP, in
view of ease of precaration, have attracted the attention of
several groups.4-9 Various techniques have been employed to
prepare these cells; however, very few reports are available
on spray pyrolysis, a technique viable for large scale applications. In our earlier papers”**’ the effect of substrate temperature and tin doping on the photovoltaic properties of
sprayed In,O,/p-InP junctions have been reported. A maximum efficiency of 10.2% (under 100 mW/cm2 illumination)
has been observed for the junctions prepared at 340 “C with
a tin concentration of 5% by weight. We have proposed the
metal-insulator-semiconductor (MIS) model to explain the
observed photovoltaic properties; it is conjectured that a
semi-insulating IIQO~-~ is the interfacial layer. It may be
mentioned here that the only other available report on ITO/
p-InP solar cells prepared by spray techniqueI has suggested
a homoburied junction.
In continuation of our efforts, more details of the interfacial layer are studied by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy.
Also capacitance-voltage (C-V) measurements and temperature variation of dark current-voltage (I-V) measurements
are reported in the present paper to understand the transport
mechanism across the junction.
The dark I-V and C-V measurements have been carried
out on lTO/p-InP junctions having an efficiency of
10.2%.‘01’1The experimental methods to prepare these ITO/
p-InP junctions along with the details of measurement techniques have been described earlier.6Y’0p”
II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the following sections, the XPS studies, dark I-V
characteristics measured over a temperature range 200-370
K and C-V measurements on ITO/p-hiP junctions prepared
by spray pyrolysis at 340 “C with 5% by weight of tin in IT0
*kYectronic mail: phy38iitm.emet.in
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filins are reported. The p-InP wafers employed are Zn doped,
(111) oriented, having a carrier density 1017~cme3 and are
single side polished.
A. XPS studies
A thin IT0 film (-100 A) is deposited on a p-InP wafer
under nearly identical conditions as mentioned for those
samples which have shown an efficiency of 10.2%: 340 “C!,
5% tin by weight in IT0 films. The XPS studies have been
carried out using a ESCALAB Mark II instrument (VG Scientific Ltd., UK) equipped with Mg K, x rays (1253.6 eV)
and argon ion sputtering facilities. The [TO/p -1nP interface is
probed by progressive etching on junctions for 5, 10, and 20
min, respectiveIy.
The identification of elements/compounds at the ITOIpInP interface in the present study has been done by using the
core level binding energy shift data and comparison with
published results for standard compounds. Figures l(a) and
1(b) show the signatures of In:3d and 0: 1s core level spectra
of ITOIp-InP junctions before and after progressive argon
ion etching. The In:3d peak observed at 444.7 eV for the
as-prepared sample [Fig. l(a)] corresponds to In,03.
After etching for 5 min, an additional shoulder has been
observed in the In:3d peak. A Gaussiatiorentzian curve fitting algorithm was used to deconvolute multiple component
peaks. Figure 2(a) shows the deconvoluted peaks at 444.0
and 446.0 eV corresponding to InP and hiP0, (Ref. 13),
respectively. It may be mentioned here that the peak corresponding to P:2p for InP04 could not be observed, due to the
low ionization cross section of phosphorus. Since the energy
separation between the In:3d peak for In,O, and InPOd is
nearly 2 eV, it may be reasonable to attribute the high-energy
shouIder of In:3d to a complex of InPO,.
The 0: 1s peak is observed [Fig. 1(b)] at 532 eV for all
the cases (except for 20 min etching). The literature valuesI
indicate that this peak corresponds to InP,O, . ‘The deconvoluted 0:ls spectra [Fig. 2(b)] shows peaks at 530.5 and
532.1 eV corresponding to In303 and InPO,, respectively.
These binding energy values are in good agreement with the
values reported.‘3-‘5 It should be mentioned here that peaks
of oxygen bonded in In,O? and InPO, are so close
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FIG. 2. (a) XPS In:3d spectra for 5 min argon ion etch of thin ITOIp-InP.
Deconvoluted peaks correspond to In& and InPOd. Linear background is
also shown. (b) XPS 0:ls spectra for 5 min argon ion etch of thin ITOIpInP. Deconvoluted peaks correspond to In20, and InPO,. Linear background
is also shown.
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FIG. 1. (a) XPS In:3d spectra for ITOlp-InP junction at different argon ion
etches. (h) XPS 0:ls spectra for ITOlp-InP junction at different argon ion
etches.

in terms of energy, it is extremely difficult to identify the
compound using the 0:ls peak.16
The energy separation between the deconvoluted peaks
of In:3d and 0: 1s at lower energies clearly confirm the presence of l&O,.
From these results, it may be inferred that there exists a
thin interfacial layer consisting mixture of l&O, and InPO,,
however, it is not possible to estimate the thickness of the
interfacial layer from the XPS studies. This interfacial layer
is formed during the preparation of the ITOIp-InP junction. It
may be recalled that the spray pyrolysis technique involves
preheating of the substrate (InP) to 340 “C! under atmospheric conditions; it is very likely that the InP surface exposed can interact with the oxygen available in the reaction
chamber resulting in substoichimetric oxides of indium and
phosphorous. It is not possible to identify precisely the substoichiometry of the interfacial InPO, and In,O, in the
present investigation.

As a pausing comment it may be mentioned here that the
presence of Cl is observed at 199 eV for as-prepared ITO&
InP junctions (Fig. 3j, the intensity of the chlorine peak almost vanishes at the 10 min etch. It is generally believed that
spray pryolytic-grown interfaces do contain Cl contamination. However, the details of the defect levels introduced by
chlorine impurity and its effect on the transport mechanism
need a more detailed study and it is beyond the scope of the
present paper.
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FIG. 3. XPS C1:2p spectra for ITOlp-InP junction at different argon ion
etches.
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TABLE I. The diode ideality factor and the reverse saturation current as a
function of temperature.
Temperature
G)

g -.-f -.e --dc ---b --a-

E/
0

I
0.2

8
Forward

1
0.4
Bias

200
240
270
300
325
350
375

200 K
240 K
270K
300K
325 K
350 K
375 K

1
(Volts)

FIG. 4. Dark forward I-V characteristics of ITOlp-InP junction with temperature as variable.

B. Dark I- V characteristics
The dark current-voltage (Z-V) measurements over a
temperature range of 200-375 K have been made on the
ITOIp-InP cells which have shown to 10.2% photoconversion efficiency.“.” A cryostat has been designed and fabricated for the measurements. The measured temperature has a
maximum error of t 1 K.
Since the inter-facial layer between IT0 and InP (consisting of InP04 and In,O,) is confirmed, the following section
assumesthe Schottky barrier model with an interfacial layer.
For an evaluation of the transport mechanism, one needs
the values of n (diode ideality factor), Jo (reverse saturation
current density), A* (the Richardson constantj, c,i&(barrier
height), and E, (activation energy). The following section
derives these parameters for spray pyrolytic ITOIp-InP junctions.
The forward Z-V characteristics for an ideal Schottky
diode, when the barrier height is dependent on the applied
bias, may be is written as”
J=Jo exp(g)[

l-exp(

-%)I,
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2.7x lo-”
2.ox1o-7
4.1 x 10-7
1.7x10-6
1.4x lo+
6.5X IO+

1.49
1.62
1.64
1.58
I .64

exp

(where (bh is the effective barrier height and A* is the effective Richardson constant), l.n(Jo/T2) is plotted against UT in
Fig. 5. As is well known, the slope and the y intercept of the
Richardson plot gives the barrier height and the Richardson
constant, respectively. From Fig. 5, it may be seen that the
curve clearly exhibits two slopes: 0.61 eV above 270, K, and
0.24 eV below 300 K. The corresponding Richardson constants are 0.07 and 6X10d8 A/cm’/K, respectively. These
features clearly indicate two distinct transport mechanisms at
different temperatures. The barrier height of 0.61 eV (above
270 K) corresponds closely to the observed open circuit voltage; however, the Richardson-constant is lower by two orders of magnitude in comparison to the available literature
value.” Such a low A” value, in general, is attributed to the
presence of an interfacial layer. The existence of such an
interfacial layer in the present study has already been confirmed by XPS studies.
In order to evaluate the activation energy for the transport process, Jo is plotted against the inverse of temperature

F----T’-

-

l-----r------l

I-----l-

(1)

where Jo is the reverse saturation current density, n the diode
ideality factor, Vf is the forward bias, k the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature in K (at which measurement
has been made). The above equation is valid for Vf<3kTlq
and even for reverse bias. Figure 4 shows the
ln(J)/[ 1-exp(q V/lkT)] vs Vf plot at different temperatures
under forward bias condition. The values of n and Jo have
been calculated from the slope and intercept of the straight
line portion of the Z-V plot, respectively.
It may be observed (Table I) that with increasing temperature, Jo increases and n shows very little variation.
Following the Richardson’s equation
5222
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FIG. 5. Richardson plot for ITOIp-InP junction.
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FIG. 6. Reverse saturation current plotted against inverse of temperature for
ITO/p-InP junction.

(Fig. 6) for ITOlp-InP junctions; two slopes with activation
energies 0.67 and 0.28 eV above and below 270 K, respectively, are observed. Similar results have been obtained by
Yu and Snow” on Pt-Si Schottky diodes and Wolf et al.,20 on
proton irradiated silicon solar cells. Earlier observations and
analyses have shown that if the activation energy (E,) is
compared to the band gap (E,) of the base semiconductor,
the transport process may be identified; for example, if E, is
approximately equal to E,/2, it is a recombination process, if
E,- E, thermionic emission dominates, and if E,> E,l2 it is
field emission process.
In the present case, above 270 K, the activation energy
close to the half the band gap of InP indicates that recombination at the depletion region is the dominant transport
mechanism.
As is well known, the recombination current at the
depletion region follows the relation2’
Jo~T3’2 exp where E, is the trap energy and Ei is the intrinsic band gap.
From Eq. (3), assuming that the temperature dependence of
E,/2 - E, is negligible (as the temperature at which measurement are made are not too high), the trap level may be calculated from the slope of In (Jo/T3’2) vs the 1lkT plot, however, the value of Ei needs to be known. The intrinsic energy
level E, was calculated using the relation”
E,+E,.
,+----.-2

3kT
+41nm,,

where r?zl, and m, are the effective mass of the hole and
electron and they are given by 0.64 and O.O77m,,
respectively.“’ The value of E, is estimated to be 0.71 eV.
The trap level in the temperature range 300-375 K is found
to be 0.71 eV (approximately mid-gap region).

bias

0.5

1 .o

1.5

(V)

FIG. 7. l/C2 vs reverse bias voltage plot for ITOlp-InP junction.

For the temperatures below 270 K, the activation energy
E, is 0.28 eV, much less than half the band-gap energy suggesting a field emission process wherein the tunneling may
take place through the thin inter-facial layer.
In order to calculate the thickness of the inter-facial layer,
a tunneling factor: exp (-0.26 x”~&‘~~
where x is the
difference in electron affinity between InP and the insulating
layer, and S the thickness of the insulating interfacial layer, is
to be incorporated into the Richardson constant A *. The tunneling probability depends upon S, and S itself is influenced
strongly by the unknown value of x. Precise values of x are
not known for the inter-facial layer. However, for In203 and
InPO, the value of x is 0.2 and 1.1 eV, respectively.24T25S is
calculated for the range of value of x from 0.2 to 1.2 eV. The
corresponding interfacial layer thickness has been found to
be between 25 and 35 A, which is well within the tunneling
range.
The presence of a thin interfacial layer also influence the
C-V characteristics as explained in the following section.

C. C-V characteristics
Figure 7 shows the Cm2 vs V,. plot for ITOIp-InP junction prepared at 340 “C with 5% tin. The relationship of capacitance and carrier concentration (NJ may be written as*t
dC-2
-=dV

mh
(4)

0.0

2
4 ESJJz4

6)

and
1
3-A

CvbiMvr),

where E, is the permittivity of the semiconductor and vbi is
the built-in potential. NA and V,i are calculated from the
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slope and the intercept of Cm2-V plot, respectively. V,i was
found to be 0.84 V, and the barrier height was calculated
using the relation
C$b=Vbi+T

In 2 +‘.
4
i
i

(7)

The barrier height calculated from C-V measurements was
0.99 eV, which is a realistic value (earlier workers observed
unrealistic value for sputtered and electron beam evaporated
ITOZInPjunctions)!-@ 26
The barrier height observed from C-V measurements is
higher than that observed from the I-V data. The difference
in the barrier heights is due to an insulating layer. at the
interface.
An insulating layer at the interface can modify the C-V
characteristics if the potential across the interfacial layer
changes with bias. The change in potential across the interfacial layer vill modify JZq. (5) as27
dC-2
-=
dV

2(i+aj

4 %hTA

(8)

with CY=~D,~~IE~, where D,, is the interface state density, 6
is the insulating layer thickness, and Edis the permittivity of
the insulator.
The deviation of V, (the diffusion potential measured
from Cm2-V plot) from V, , the actual diffusion potential
can be written as2’

where VI =2q E,N~ # 1~~. When S is zero V, will be equal
to v,.
For MIS type of devices, the difference between the barrier heights (Ar&) measured from the C-V and Z-V measurements is given by”3-“6Y27
A&=aV,+

VI
Vit2VK2+ ~
4(1$cu).

(10)

In the present case A& is 0.38 eV. In order to account
for this difference, the interfacial insulator thickness S is to
be of the orderof 20-30-A (~~-6 and Dsb-- 1013cm-’ eV-‘)
which is in good agreement with the value estimated from
Z-V measurements.
The C-V profiling carried out on these samples show
that there is no change in carrier density up to 0.1 ,um within
the junction, hence the possibility of a homojunction (or surface modification of p-InP during junction fabrication as in
the case of sputtered junctions) may be eliminated (figure not
given).
III. CONCLUSIONS
In the present paper, XPS and transport studies have
been carried out on spray pyrolytic grown [TO/p-InP junc-
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tions to characterize the interface and the transport mechanism across the junction. The XPS studies have confirmed an
interfacial layer consisting of In203 and InPO,; the thickness
of the layer is estimated (from Z-V and C-V measurements)
to be of the order of 20-30 A. The transport mechanism
across the junction is analyzed and it is found that recombination at the depletion region is dominant above 270 K. The
barrier height calculated from C-V has realistic value (0.99
eVj unlike the sputtered and electron beam evaporated ITO/
p-ml? junctions. The observed transport properties of sprayed
TTOIp-TnP have been explained on the basis of the MIS
model.
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